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ABSTRACT 
Building on the first author’s hybrid/augmented violin practice 
and the second author’s work with responsive media 
environments, we build and reflect on collectively-played room-
scale instruments that afford the precision and nuance of an 
individually-played real-time gestural media system.  We consider 
gestural instruments designed for the interplay of action and 
perception at the sensorimotor level bypassing tokenization of 
features of activity and sensors. Our gesturally-modulated media 
instruments are based not on models or a priori schemata but 
driven by continuous adaptation to contingent activity and state of 
the event, as well as compositional intent. We think of such 
performable, expressive systems as instruments of articulation 
rather than of representation. Our work is motivated by a 
progression from phenomenological interpretations of 
individually-played instruments through non-anthropocentric 
notions of lived experience, to ecosystemic approaches to 
ensembles of real-time instruments, people and processes 
concurrently co-articulating an event.1 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
For many years the two authors have independently created 
responsive systems for improvised performance and play. Our 
practices follow different institutional training (music vs. 
theoretical mathematics) and employ different métiers (violin 
practice vs. responsive environments.) While we follow different 
instrument creation practices, our practices merge in common 
problematics related to mapping logics, programming practices, 
and philosophically informed inquiry. For both of us, 
understanding the things we design and build as instruments of 
articulation helps make their overlapping features and shared 
problematics more coherent to broader audiences, including those 
with interests in movement and computing. 

In this essay we juxtapose our practices in order to develop 
this notion of an instrument of articulation. To do so, we will 
elaborate what we mean by following a flow of inhomogeneous 
matter in composing an instrument, an image which we borrow 
from Deleuze and Guattari [6]. Personal instruments become 
highly refined by achieving sensorimotor symmetry through 
continuous trial-and-error tinkering and revision. The ongoing 
negotiation between action and perception in instrument 
development, furthermore, mirrors the way bodies and worlds 
coordinate in general, a phenomenon of material being that we 
will describe as “canalized” following Henri Bergson’s 
description in Creative Evolution [2, p104]. To this end we also 
reflect on the work of adept craftsmen, while borrowing another 
notion from Deleuze and Guattari, namely “smooth space,” to 
elucidate these kinds of practice. 

Within this theoretical framework, we emphasize that digital 
signal processing affords continuous revision of instrument 
morphology without requiring termination in a conceptual schema 
demanded under the scientific desideratum of universal validity. 
The tight coupling between action and perception achieved in 
continuous revision and canalization of instruments of articulation 
by means of signal processing operates under a different rubric: 
efficacy. Deleuze and Guattari describe this science as “nomadic” 
[6, pp351-423]. Categorial distinctions that once held due to 
limitations in computing power and the need for structured 
communication protocols (e.g., MIDI) can be set aside in favor of 
approaches that do not semantically pre-categorize actions but 
rather condition potential events. This shift to a less-categorized 
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register has strong implications for movement and computing 
approaches. 

We will describe the first author’s hybrid violin as a concrete 
instance of less-categorized signal processing conditioning the 
event potential of an instrument in live improvisation. 
Improvisation, moreover, is an instance of “canalization,” action 
conditioned by negotiation with a world. We will intensify our 
discussion of canalization by looking at the philosophical 
problematic of intentionality in order to gain a less schematized 
notion of time (temporality) and to illuminate pre-reflective 
experience. Rather than adopting the alleged transparency of the 
phenomenological reduction, we use Gilbert Simondon’s notion 
of the “pre-individual” to articulate the continuously varying 
dynamics of technical ensemble formation in ecological 
environments, such as our iStage at Arizona State University 
activated by our SC media choreography software [18, 19, 26, 28]. 

2 INSTRUMENTS OF ARTICULATION 
A basic feature of our shared approach is to create instruments 
that respond to any activity, whether ad hoc or pre-rehearsed, 
whether by novice or expert. Just as an analog instrument presents 
the same physics no matter the intention, level of expertise, or 
cognitive intent of the performer, so our algorithmically animated 
instruments should also respond indifferently. 

The potential for continuous evolution of our instruments 
modulates certain assumptions corresponding to more classical 
media. In being individually adapted and tailored, the instrument 
is akin to a musical score, hence it is “composed” [24]. We draw 
our attention to the specific development implied by this notion, 
namely the immanence of the procedure of moving towards a goal 
without knowing that goal in advance, which is very different than 
the procedure of notating a score for a conventional analog 
instrument. 

We turn to the artisanal production of a violin for insights that 
may help digital-computational practice. A luthier selects a 
softwood such as pine or spruce for the top table of the violin 
while reserving maple, a hardwood, for the backside. The cellular 
qualities of the wood—precisely the ways in which the wood is 
patterned by variations of interlocking or hollow-tube structure 
(the former is denser while the latter is more amenable to 
transmitting vibration)—dictate the complementary processes of 
selection and shaping followed by the luthier. The luthier cannot 
be successful by blindly selecting the material or forcefully 
imposing a general form upon it, because matter is never 
homogenous. The unique variations of the material, and the skill 
of the luthier in following those variations, co-determine the 
acoustic qualities of the instrument. 

This example illustrates a central theme: the artisanal crafting 
of a violin is a process that coordinates mechanistic and final 
causes but reduces to neither. The luthier crafts a violin, but the 
final form of that violin cannot be dictated or known completely 
in advance, because everything depends on the material 
singularities of the wood. Likewise, digital instruments can be 
composed in such a manner that what is followed is a thread that 
leads one knows not where—a very general phenomenon of 

material being. For the craftsman, a solution often comes to hand 
before the problem does. Adept engineers, designers, and artists 
know that rhythm well, “the experiential rhythm of problem 
solving and problem finding” [25, p26]. With digital instruments, 
a body of code can be continuously reshaped as the player-
programmer further develops and elaborates the instrument’s 
computationally mediated physics. In effect, this symmetrizes the 
loop between action and perception, between sensate feedforward 
and feedback paths that coordinate the to-and-fro of the 
complementary design and playing processes [34, 36]. With 
interpreted software programming environments for real-time 
media processing like Max/MSP/Jitter, there is no longer a delay 
between writing (composition) and sonic actualization. 
Composing coincides with coding; coding coincides with 
variations in sound production. Sensorimotor research may be 
scaled up to social and epistemic regimes by observing on what 
basis such incremental decisions inform the artist-programmer’s 
intricate craft. 

Instrument making and playing intimately implicate the 
dynamical sensorimotor process. The production of a violin bow 
presents this with clarity. After planning and tapering a length of 
wood, a luthier balances and bends the stick while applying heat. 
Achieving a precise camber within extremely close tolerances of 
weight and balance requires exquisite sensitivity to the 
inhomogeneous strength of the wood. This process entails a back 
and forth—a “canalization,” to use Bergson’s term—between 
action and perception. The final shape of the bow is itself 
“canalized” in the sense that its organization “does not represent a 
sum of means employed, but a sum of obstacles avoided” [2, 
p104]. Workers building a canal circumvent unyielding impasses, 
just as sensation drives action, and action drives sensation [36]. 
The symmetry of the loop describes both the crafting of the bow 
and its use by the player. With regard to our computational media 
practices, we call this process the articulation of the instrument, 
by which we indicate the continuous activities of following and 
shaping as well as the concurrent processing of computer code 
and the consequent material-energetic variations that occur in the 
world. Bodies of code are instruments of articulation, for they 
concurrently modulate matter-energy, logic, and symbol. 

3 SMOOTH SPACE 
A signpost in our collective practices has been Deleuze and 
Guattari’s rich notion of “smooth space,” a term they contrast 
with “striated space” in their second co-authored work A 
Thousand Plateaus. These spaces are “two types of 
multiplicities.” Striated space is metric. By contrast, smooth 
spaces are “always undergoing metamorphosis…desert, steppe, 
sea, or ice, is a multiplicity of this type, non-metric, acentered, 
directional” [6, p484]. 

The notion of smooth space is highly productive for us: the 
craftsman’s continuously varying “following” and “shaping” that 
we have elaborated instantiates Deleuze and Guattari’s “nomadic 
sciences,” sciences most closely related to artisanal practices. 
Unlike “royal science” (like classical symbolic logic or symbolic 
processing), nomadic sciences cannot become an “autonomous 
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power,” because in following smooth flows of matter “they 
subordinate all their operations to the sensible conditions of 
intuition and construction” [6, p373]. In other words, nomadic 
sciences cannot become an autonomous power because autonomy 
refers precisely to that logic that indiscriminately presses forward, 
imposes form, and in so doing, does not and cannot recognize 
sense and affect in matter. In other words, an autonomous power 
does not follow. Submitting to sensible conditions rather than 
paving them over with abstract preconceived logics is what a 
luthier does in selecting timber and scrupulously shaping the 
wood. “Smooth space” appears here because the actions of the 
luthier are tightly coupled to perception by virtue of shaping being 
a process of “linking up smooth space” [6, p373]. By contrast, 
striated space is produced by the operations of royal science: 
“what is proper to royal science, to its theorematic or axiomatic 
power, is to isolate all operations from the conditions of intuition, 
making them true intrinsic concepts, or ‘categories’” [6, p373]. 

We suggest that, today, the ability to continuously develop 
computational media instruments according to sensible conditions 
rather than autonomous logics is a watershed. Through trial and 
error, salient features are designated within a code that constructs 
those features. Choices are made about what needs to be detected, 
this band of energy or that type of attack. The media itself is 
constructed by the actual mathematical choices in the analysis of 
the feature vectors. Building in this way is nomadic, “it is 
intuition in action” [6, p409]. Because our media practices link up 
smooth space, they do not make or impose a claim to universality. 
We do not claim that our ways of doing gesturally-modulated 
signal processing are the correct or only way. 

Since it is followed and linked up by nomadic science, smooth 
space has a politico-ontological dimension: nomadic science 
obtains without reference to a categorical rubric of scientificity, 
yet it is science still, a way of producing knowledge about the 
world. The instruments we build are effective because of their 
idiosyncratic, materialized sensorimotor logics, not despite them. 
Instruments developed and conditioned on the basis of personal 
practice are intensive explorations rich with novel discovery. This 
richness is related to the smooth space they link up, to their ability 
to respond to all activity, novice and virtuosic alike. Nomadic 
science does not develop categories that stand independently of 
sensible intuition. In the actual programming choices, a nomadic 
approach entails developing the signal processing in a way that 
does not reify “listener” and “player” tasks, classical categories 
that were related to functional distributions of these tasks on 
account of limitations in computing power of individual 
machines. Understanding activity in terms of these categories 
suggests a certain way of understanding human intentionality and 
agency that we find to be limiting and will address in more detail 
later in this paper. In building instruments that are radically open 
for players to rupture pre-conceived semantics through their 
improvised, alinguistic and articulating actions, we are advocating 
a view of intentionality that is semantically shallow and not based 
on the notion of intentional being connected to a goal known in 
advance. This is precisely how canalization and improvisation are 
related. 

4 SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Our basic point in this section is that advances in computational 
sciences and engineering permit the real-time analysis of features 
at a primordial level. This permits sub-semantic “signal,” data 
rates, and latencies that facilitate real-time response to 
unschematized human activity. The transition to general purpose 
processors able to compute both signal and control-level data 
eased the rigidities (striated space) that had been in place by the 
need to structure information flows through standardized 
protocols. When the need for this communication protocol lapsed, 
so did the conceptual limitations it had implied [22, p23]. With 
the elimination of the native constrictions of the MIDI standard, 
musical time is freed from preformed rigid syntax [27, pp35-60]. 
In gaining programmable flexibility, the conceptual boundaries of 
processing and response phases permit suppler definitions and 
functions. The Max/MSP/Jitter programming environment’s 
trans-modal graphs of operators suggests a profoundly different 
way of responding to activity, one no longer based on the 
syntactical implications of a rigid predicate calculus found in a 
conventional procedural programming language. Max is more 
amenable to designing responsive instruments in which the sense 
perceived in the live event emerges not from a priori logic but in 
the course of the event [5]. A toy example is training a computer 
vision system to recognize a hand sign for opening a door, versus 
mapping the curl of the fingers to angle of door, and leaving it to 
the human to manipulate the door—with nuance. 

Interactive musicianship therefore not only blurs the 
boundaries among instruments, compositions, and performances; 
persistent tinkering with a personal digital instrument—and the 
very malleability of the computational physics—postpones the 
possibility of finalized version, a canonical form. For instance, 
George Lewis has described Voyager as an “environment,” 
“program,” “system,” and “composition.” By “flowing across 
these seemingly rigid conceptual boundaries,” he writes, Voyager 
“encourages both improvisors and listeners to recognize the 
inherent instability of such taxonomies” [15, p33]. 

In our instruments, sense emerges through the improvised 
movement of the performer(s)/inhabitants(s) themselves without 
any need for the system to infer or make distinctions about 
performative intentions. In other words, our instruments are 
“semantically shallow in that they do not model humanly legible 
descriptions of a physical object, system, or situation” (27, p51) 
using pre-defined schemata. Beyond introducing a robust 
alternative to procedural programming on semantic tokens, this 
signal processing approach fundamentally does away with the 
conceit of a proxy semiotic agent in the machine that serially 
executes instructions one-at-a-time in a unidimensional series [27, 
p456]. Most fundamentally, if the system is not programmed to 
“recognize” gestures through segmentation and classification, 
then neither is it in a position to distinguish between skilled 
performers—to whom performative intentions would be 
ascribed—and the non-expert movement of novices. Thus, such 
an approach to computationally augmented performance does not 
encode skill, virtuosity, telos or intention but leaves these as 
polyvalent effects of the live event. 
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5 THE HYBRID VIOLIN 
The ongoing development of the augmented, or hybrid, violin is 
an example of an instrument that generates sense for the 
performer without relying on a model-based, embedded logic of a 
priori defined gestures. Approaches to computational 
augmentation of the violin often identify as practices that use 
sensors and digitization either to recognize “existing” gestures or 
to “extend” gestural possibilities [3, 21]. In the case of the former, 
machine learning techniques are applied to highly formalized 
styles of bowing, but supervised training sessions can suffer from 
“idiosyncratic behaviors” that make universal classification 
problematic [3]. Margaret Schedel and Rebecca Fiebrink 
sidestepped this issue by promoting a paradigm of supervised 
machine learning by individual performers who build their own 
classifiers and “iteratively create, evaluate, and improve the 
gesture model thorough addressing deficiencies in the training 
data” [23]. While this approach is closer to the paradigm we 
advocate in this paper—the nomadic practice of continuous 
instrument revision based on following rather than a hylomorphic 
distinction between matter and form—gestures are still classified 
a priori in advance of the event. 

Rather than insisting upon a logic of tokens and classifiers, we 
find that it is more adequate to the continuity of violinistic 
movement and expression to track the constituent intensities and 
vectors of bowing—between easy transitions and full stops, 
between springing and stasis, etc.—in following a logic of 
intensities in the responsive software. The modern pedagogical 
literature of the violin also suggests continuous relations among 
different styles of bowing. Ivan Galamian begins his pedagogy of 
the bowing arm by observing that the “position of the bow in the 
hand is not a fixed or invariable thing, but…is subject to constant 
modification” [9, p45]. He then discusses the vertical and 
horizontal physical movements of the total “system of springs” 
(arm, wrist, fingers, bow stick, bow hair—all human and non-
human elements). Thus Galamian conceives of violin playing very 
much as a technical ensemble in Simondon’s sense, insofar as he 
appeals to the total human and non-human mechanics of violin 
playing [29]. D. C. Dounis, likewise, treats the classical styles of 
bowing initially in terms of vertical stasis (simple détaché) and 
vertical springing (accentuated détaché) before addressing the 
manifold ways in which these strokes can be varied [8]. 

Signal processing is amenable to these more fundamental 
approaches to understanding the pedagogy of violin bowing, as 
well as to their experimental variation. Non-semantic, alinguistic 
variations of intensity can be tracked without requiring reduction 
to a particular category of gesture based only on past 
observations, and never on the yet-to-be-observed. Designing the 
software to respond like this affords any violinist the opportunity 
to make use of hard-learned techniques as well as to experiment 
with the fuzzy borders among the various bowing styles in subtly 
varying and manipulating the stroke. The possibility of such a 
rupture with acquired techniques enriches the performative power 
of the system in live improvisation. 

The first author’s hybrid violin constitutes an expanded 
technical ensemble consisting of the human performer and coder, 

an acoustic violin, a small lapel microphone affixed to it, custom 
software, a custom data glove (“alto.glove”) designed for the 
bowing hand [31, 32], and a custom shoulder rest with embedded 
voice coils that couples the overall sonic dynamics of the system 
with haptic feedback [33]. Because of this tight multimodal 
coupling, adjusting the body of code also changes the 
sensorimotor dynamics of the instrument: it conditions the 
instrument.12

 

In the experience of the first author, the biggest hurdle to the 
development of the responsive system and software is the need to 
continuously re-situate oneself as the human operator of the 
technical ensemble. The trial-and-error process requires 
repositioning oneself alternately as both violinist and coder, two 
tasks which cannot be performed simultaneously and require 
serial interruption of both. 

To make this process more fluid, a software module was 
developed using the Max for Live API that allows rapid selection, 
tuning, and sonic mapping of a variety of metrics related to the 
sensor inputs from the glove and audio analysis by the computer 
[35]. Low-level metrics such as individual gyroscopic z and x axes 
are available, which generate metrics related to bowing velocity 
and string crossing techniques, respectively, as well as composite 
metrics that facilitate “one-to-many,” “many-to-one,” and “many-
to-many” mappings, which are characteristic of acoustic 
instruments more generally [13, p99]. Accumulations of 
amplitude input, bowing velocity and other features that reset on 
changes of stroke are available, as well as timers that measure the 
duration of individual bow strokes by observing sign changes 
from the gyroscopic z-axis. Flex sensors provide information 
about the continuous position of the bow in the hand and 
extension of the arm, respectively. With the placement of the IMU 
in the glove atop the wrist, pitch effectively describes the 
extension of the right arm; roll calculation correlates to the string 
being played. 

Dynamic mappings are used throughout the system. For 
instance, up-bows might scale the amplitude of a particular audio 
effect with independent attack and decay values, while down-
bows might activate live granular synthesis. Scaling, clipping, 
smoothing, and morphological transformations that invert the 
signal or reshape it according to a variety of basic functions can 
be applied to any of the chosen input parameters. The resulting 
control signal can be mapped to various parameters that transform 
the audio signal from the violin. Some of these audio processes 
are provided by the processing module, such as delay of the input 
signal, granulation, or a spectral “freeze” applied after a chosen 
time interval. Selecting one of these processes maps the control 
signal to the amplitude of the effect. The audio can then feed into 
a chain of effects for further transformation. In addition, the 
control signal can be assigned to any other audio parameter for all 
available processes in the system, which offers the potential to 

                                                
1 McPherson and Kim offer helpful insight into work with pre-existing skills, 
affordances, and constraints in augmented instrument practice. They crisply 
summarize their argument: “Just build it. Musicians will do something unexpected 
with it anyway, so learn from what they do” [17, p12]. 
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mitigate some of the linearity (“linear design ontology”) put in 
place by use of the modular chain [7, p270]. Thus, the design not 
only facilitates the rapid construction of features and audio 
processing, but also allows for non-linear intercalation of system 
parameters through novel cross-linkages. 

For any particular performance, a variety of instrumental 
states are set up that bring together several layers of processing 
with starkly different temporal dynamics. These instrumental 
states are stepped through in order to materialize novel 
performance conditions and give the performance a forward-
moving impetus.2 3 Distinctive macro-, meso-, and micro-
temporally responsive dynamics are layered to create a richly 
responsive instrument for improvised play.3 4 For instance, 
vigorously accentuated strokes can have direct effects on audio 
processes; these are immediately responsive to gesture without 
use of windowing or statistical processes. At a more intermediate 
timescale, accumulations of signal effectively temporalize the 
bow. For instance, a bow stroke held for a certain period of time 
will begin to enliven a processing effect that steadily rises in 
amplitude or intensifies other effects as the stroke continues to be 
drawn. Parameters of these processes can be assigned different 
values upon new strokes, but these assigned values are in turn 
scalable by a multiplier coupled to a tangible (micro-temporal) 
bowing feature such as angular velocity of the wrist, which 
recovers fine gestural nuance while injecting freshness into the 
sound processing. Several such processes can be made available at 
once that operate at different temporal thresholds, piling on to 
each other as the stroke continues. The ability to tune the 
abruptness with which these distinct effects break off when the 
stroke is changed also contributes to the thick and varied temporal 
dynamics of the instrument. Other meso-scalar mapping and audio 
processing involves comparison of current and previous bow 
stroke times, with the ratio of these values driving the timing of 
sampling processes whose varying periodicity thus reflects the 
continuously varied rhythms of the player. 

In our view, the system succeeds when it catalyzes ruptures 
with traditional technique by “resingularising” the violin as a 
novel instrument of articulation [11, p34]. Since it is continuously 
responsive to all gesture, the hybrid violin accommodates 
traditional technique no less than subtly nuanced variations or 
more dramatic deviations and spontaneous ruptures. Expressive 
changes catalyze systemic responses that assemble, disassemble, 
and reassemble the chains of audio effects. With signal processing 
and sensor input, variations of intensity are followed; its logic is 
one of “movement and intensity of evolutive processes” (11, p44). 
The hybrid violin conditions improvisation insofar as it embeds 
algorithmic logic that varies according to contingent conditions 
                                                
2 Performance at TEI 2019: https://vimeo.com/325537098; 
Performance at Synthesis Center, ASU: https://vimeo.com/251840089 
3 The layered approach presented here has some resemblance to an approach 
presented by Visi, Schramm, and Miranda. They describe the use of full-body motion 
analysis over longer time spans using Quantity of Motion (QoM) as an addition to 
tracking of nuanced, briefer gestures using wearable sensors [37]. This approach also 
evokes Tod Machover’s hyperinstruments project, by which the performer influences 
both the “micro” level of sound construction as well as “concert-time” control of 
larger musical structures [16]. 

that includes the selected instrumental state, temporal parameters 
related to bowing, and sound from the violin. The actual 
performance experience of improvising with the hybrid violin is 
therefore “canalized,” insofar as the performer acts within a 
conditioned sonic-gestural space in which the performer 
creatively maneuvers and responds. 

5 PRE-REFLECTIVE 
In this section we deepen our discussion of canalization by turning 
to the philosophical literature on the problem of “intentionality,” 
which continues to complicate the hylomorphic schema that posits 
action as the outcome of a prior intention or goal. This suggests a 
pre-reflective understanding of action. Musical improvisation is 
an excellent case study of the pre-reflective that will help us to 
make our broader point in this section, namely that the relations 
between bodies and worlds, like canalized instruments, also 
cannot be described with simple rubrics of mechanistic or final 
logics. 

In her recent phenomenological account of motoricity in 
musical improvisation, Lucia Angelino draws on Merleau-Ponty’s 
motor intentionality, or “intentionality of the body” [20, p139], in 
order to highlight the way that, from the point of view of 
contemporary analytic action theory, the “intentionality of 
improvisation” can only show up as a paradox, insofar as 
improvisation resists the temporal schema of a goal posited prior 
to the onset of the action that achieves it [1]. Angelino generates 
her description on the basis of firsthand accounts of expert 
musical improvisers (like Keith Jarrett) who describe the way that 
their “intentions unfold during the action.” Angelino writes:  

“Improvisation never starts from scratch. There is always a 
background upon which improvisation takes place: a background 
of pre-existing forms and shaped materials which are worked out 
and re-shaped in new or different ways, as well as a set of 
projective anticipations and intuitions that opens a horizon of 
possibilities” [1]. 

Angelino makes two important points for us here. The first is 
that improvisation has an “intrinsically temporal character.” In the 
phenomenological tradition, the appeal to “temporality” evokes 
unschematized time, or an “ecstatic temporal unity,” to use 
Heidegger’s expression [12], that holistically takes up the 
simultaneous “background” and “projective” dimensions that are 
in play in pre-reflective improvisation (as well as action, care, 
etc.). The movement of musical improvisation “emerges from a 
free proliferation of actions and their subsequent pruning, rather 
than being imposed in advanced by a plan through a mental, 
deliberate process” [1]. 

Second, the fact that a background is always in play in 
improvisation is also what is at stake with the notion of 
canalization, which is nothing other than conditioned 
improvisation. To restate a locution we used at the beginning of 
this paper, the background is the flow of inhomogeneous matter 
that is followed by the improviser, musician, artist, craftsman—
but not only them. Rather, all activity manifests as a cooperation 
between the world and bodies. Insofar as bodies must negotiate 
with unforeseen obstacles (im-pro-visation: un-for-seen), the 
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actual trajectory of these movements cannot be described with 
simple rubrics of mechanistic or final logics. Composers of music 
will report implementing theory mainly when finding themselves 
stuck, drawing on their training in order to move through an 
impasse, for instance by using the technique of modulation to 
navigate among tonal centers. The fallback to calculative 
reflection when inspiration is blocked, and the rhythm between 
the two, is as germane to music compositional practice—itself a 
form of improvisation—as it is to improvisation in performance 
across the arts, and to action in general. Improvisation is always 
conditioned. 

6 PRE-INDIVIDUAL 
Simondon’s philosophy of “individuation,” a major source for 
Deleuze and Guattari, offers a different pathway out of the 
hylomorphism taken to task by phenomenology. In the previous 
section we borrowed the rich notion of temporality from 
phenomenology in order to illuminate pre-reflective experience. 
In this section we depart from that tradition in adopting 
Simondon’s “preindividual” being, insofar as this notion 
undercuts any anthropomorphic traces that still inflect, for 
instance, phenomenological notions such as Heidegger’s Da-sein 
[12]. Furthermore, the preindividual problematizes the idea that 
the pre-reflective phenomenological reduction might expose 
something perfectly transparent. As Guattari indicates in The 
Three Ecologies, the phenomenological reduction of objects to 
“pure intentional transparency” is inadequate to the possibility 
that this apprehension is part of an “expressive process” [11, 
p37]—in other words, that it is adequate to the world as a process 
of dynamic change and emergence. Hence the productivity of the 
preindividual in our instrument building practices. 

Simondon’s account of the preindividual generates an account 
of being that is relational through and through. Processual 
“following” and “linking up” described by Deleuze and Guattari 
is in fact inspired by Simondon’s description of the “transductive” 
structure of individuation, which replaces the bifurcated 
discovering mind and genesis of being [4, pp6-9]. In other words, 
transduction levels the plane of subject and object: “we cannot, in 
the habitual sense of the term, know individuation; we can only 
individuate, individuating ourselves, and individuating within 
ourselves” [4, p8]. By individuating, knowledge itself becomes a 
procedure of following and linking up being in its genesis. This is 
the basis on which Simondon conceives of being as preindividual 
[4, pp2-6]. 

We can understand this be returning to the concrete situation 
of connecting an individually played instrument inside a larger 
responsive media environment. One can regard the ensemble of 
the first author’s violin augmented by his sensor glove extended 
by the larger apparatus of the multichannel environment furnished 
with the SC media system.  Conversely, one could also start with 
the whole responsive space as an ensemble of analog, 
computational, and living biosemiotic processes, and think of the 
violinist, violin, and the listeners as all being inside the instrument 
and the event.  With this in mind, we turn more fully to the entire 

iStage at Arizona State University as a “technical ensemble,” 
appealing again to this helpful notion from Simondon.45 

7 TECHNICAL ENSEMBLES 
The iStage at ASU has been a site for pioneering work in 
experiential systems [30]. The responsive environments were 
designed as sites for phenomenological experiments about 
interaction and response, agency, and intention. With Synthesis 
we have built a platform for rapidly building responsive 
environments whose theater-grade lighting, spatialized audio, and 
projected video on surfaces evolve in concert with both prior 
design and contingent human and non-human activity. The 
hallmarks of our experimental situation are (1) live event: all 
participants are in the same place at the same time; (2) each 
inhabitant is both actor and spectator; (3) language is bracketed so 
we can focus on complementary modes of articulation and 
coordination. This last condition does not deny language but 
focusses attention on how an event unfolds without appealing 
solely to textual or verbal communication, and without relying on 
conventions of dramatic story-telling. (4) All inhabitants of the 
space are free to move, gesture, make any sound they please, or to 
bring in or use any objects in ad hoc ways. We supply both high 
performance computational physics simulating full weather 
models, as well as fields of responsive media whose potential 
response to perturbation is up to the artists’ and musicians’ 
design. Thus, these environments constitute performative spaces 
whose media—sound, visual field, acoustics and lighting, objects 
and furnishings—can be reproducibly conditioned. In this sense, 
the space is experimental: we can precisely reproduce not the 
event, but the conditions of the lived experience of an event.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The central goal is to animate the environment so that it can 
co-articulate an event with its inhabitants by evolving its behavior 
in concert with the inhabitants’ activity. The techniques employed 
in a new kind of dynamics for temporal media and people to co-
articulate an event are essentially an energetic dynamical system 

                                                
4 We are in the process of expanding our collaboration by working with groups of 
dancers instrumented with wireless orientation sensors. Relational rather than ego-
based measures are calculated by performing statistical functions (such as mean, 
variance, skewness) on particular features, with subsequent mapping to sound 
synthesis. For example, we might look at the variance among the ‘yaw’ values of 
multiple sensors in order to evaluate the absolute position of the dancers in the space. 
Following Bergson’s notion of temporality or “duration” (as well as Heidegger’s 
“ecstatic temporality”), we embrace the notion that dancers are always in motion: 
dancers do not work with optical geometries or representations, but are rather in 
continuous motion, following a formless flow of time. To create richer interactive 
systems, we do not tokenize, parse, or treat gestures as point-to-point forms. 
Methodologically, we begin with mapping schemata designed for a single player + 
instrument, then migrate to collectively played instruments utilizing statistical 
functions and continuous metrics of “togetherness” or “groupness.” The hybrid violin 
is intercalated into this system by replacing the recorded sound sources with live 
input from the hybrid violin modified by live particle synthesis, such as granular, 
amplitude convoluted pulsar, and convoluted glisson synthesis. A significant 
politico-ontological dimension of this project is its experimental, abductive 
methodology: we do not tell our movers what to do, nor do we decide in advance 
what the salient features or observables of qualitative change (e.g., leading, 
obstructing, flocking, avoiding, detaching, figure/ground formations, or stylistic 
imitations) are or ought to be. Instead, we build our instrumentation on the fly, and 
ask our movers to generate their own “dancerly” etudes (e.g., follow the leader, etc.) 
The following links show to preliminary work (not yet collectively playable 
instruments): https://vimeo.com/336897086; https://vimeo.com/335023798 
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not in the stratum of physical bodies and objects but in the stratum 
of metaphor, or more precisely of the virtual state(s) of the 
experiential event. We cannot over-emphasize that this virtual 
state is not in the domain of actual instrumental states.  Modeled 
after statistical physics of continuous media, these dynamics differ 
radically from fixed scores and time-tracks, from Boolean logic, 
and also from aleatoric techniques. Moreover, the dynamics allow 
unbounded multiplicity and continuous overlapping state—
profoundly distinct from digital or graph-theoretic logic. 

 

Figure 2: SC media choreography suite 

Our real-time “media choreography” system (Figure 2) is a 
suite of software components written in C, C++, as OpenGL 
shaders, wrapped inside Max/MSP/Jitter as real-time instruments: 
code plus hardware that map from one continuous stream of 
media to another in real-time, modulated by parameters that may 
be varied by other instruments or by some coordinating state 
engine. [19, 26, 27]. Our instruments modulate one another via 
analog media (e.g. live microphone input which interprets sound 
due to human, non-human, or machinic activity) or parameters 
computed precisely by the composer’s algorithms. 

The SC media choreography suite includes (1) a set of feature 
extraction utilities, abstracting from specific hardware devices; (2) 
real-time sound synthesis instruments extending contemporary 
packages and tools from IRCAM, CNMAT, etc.; (3) real-time 
video instruments and custom extensions; (4) lighting control 
instruments; (5) abstractions driving custom output devices. 
Recently, we have extended our media system to modulate 
physical media such as water mists created by an array of 
atomizers, and added constellations of motorized lights [38] and 
string puppets (B. Lahey).56 

We can project production quality prepared media onto any 
surface from any array of projectors, but one novel aspect of SC is 
that ad hoc activity by anything in the space can shape continuous 
high-density fields of sound and structured light in real-time. 

                                                
5 Atomizers: vimeo.com/synthesiscenter/cloudchamber; 
Motorized lights: vimeo.com/synthesiscenter/ cosmos 

 

Figure 3: Ecosystemic instruments 

As a result, our responsive environment can be modulated as a 
collectively-played instrument with the gestural nuance of an 
individually-played real-time media system. Supporting 
concurrency and co-structuration, every instrument in an SC 
network functions concurrently with every other instrument, 
thanks to the OSC protocol for streaming sensor data across 
network transport protocols. The action-perception / sensing-
decision / mapping-synthesis feedback loop is merely an analytic 
abstraction of the mediating physiological, physical, 
computational, electromechanical activities that are densely 
coordinated and concurrently co-structure the event. This is a fine-
grained version of an evolution of the relation between humans 
and machines that Simondon identified fifty years ago; he 
describes what he calls the “technical ensemble” comprising 
technical objects (machines) and technical individuals.  Simondon 
writes:  

“[M]an is not a [machine-like] monad, given that the primary 
active event within him is how an a posteriori becomes an a 
priori. Technical man exercises this function not prior to the 
fabrication of the machine, but during its operation. Having now 
become a correlation, he makes sure that the machine functions 
presently because his life is made up of rhythms from the 
machines which surround him and he brings into relation one with 
the other” [29]. 

8  IMPLICATIONS: EXPERIENCE AND 
SUBJECTIVATION 
Let us re-examine “lived experience” in light of the more 
explicitly architectural rather than ego-based, assumptions 
underlying “experience.” William James provides the most potent 
non-dualistic account, an account that extends most generously to 
the machinic heterogenesis [10, p58] of our ensembles of bodies, 
software systems and analog-computational instruments making 
musical events.  In his Essays on Radical Empiricism, James 
writes: 

“[I]f we start with the supposition that there is only one primal 
stuff or material in the world, a stuff of which everything is 

continuous ecosystem of instruments 
modulating media fields, co-conditioning event
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composed, and if we call that stuff 'pure experience,' then 
knowing can easily be explained as a particular sort of relation 
towards one another into which portions of pure experience may 
enter.  The relation itself is a part of pure experience; one of its 
'terms' becomes the subject or bearer of the knowledge, the 
knower, the other becomes the object known.” [14, p7] 

James quickly amends his first account of primordial 
experience by underlining its boundless heterogeneity: “there is 
no general stuff of which experience at large is made. There are as 
many stuffs as there are 'natures' in the things experienced” [14, 
p11] One cannot emphasize enough the fundamental difference 
between this unbifurcated account from hylomorphic theories that 
impose transcendental forms onto formless matter (ὕλη / hyle). 
Indeed, the very distinction between known and knower, between 
agent and patient of causation, becomes a contingency of the 
material play of experience. 

The second author has explicitly built responsive 
environments as apparatuses for experimentally conditioning 
experience. [27, p203; 19]. His TGarden (2001) asked: “What if 
the ambient field of matter + media were so rich and contingent 
that where you end and where the world begins becomes a 
question?”  Over the past few years at Synthesis, we have created 
media fields that can be played gesturally so richly that one no 
longer looks at media as representations of metaphorical objects. 
Rather, variations of intensities in the distribution of media and in 
dynamics concurrently and dynamically co-constitute relations 
[18].67 As Simondon put it: “the determining factor playing an 
energizing role [in the imaginative process] is not forms but that 
which supports form, that is, their background.…Forms interact 
not with forms but with their background, ... the reservoir of the 
tendencies of all forms even before they had separate existence or 
constituted an explicit system.” [29, p63] The second author’s 
method replaces locally unidimensional series of narrative 
moments by continuous topologies of superposable virtual states 
that evolve the environment’s behavior according to contingent 
activity as well as composer’s intent. [26; 27, p216] Combined 
with autonomously designed gestural instruments like the first 
author’s hybrids, we can improvise rich events, narratives, or 
images, and also compose virtual state topologies that condition 
possibilities for the emergence of novel ethico-aesthetic sense.78 
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